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Broody Boob Waltz (SSAA)

Lia Atherton

Alan Stringer

Soprano

I had hoped for more slope back when I was a girl, so, belated, I waited for these buds to unfold.

My poor wis were wee, more flat and less round. I felt cheated, defeated, but shortly I cast a big spell on these melons, but the spell didn't vise, Wonder Bras, cotton gauze, I tried all to enchant.

I tried push-ups that smush up your tits like a false facade is a fraud that French spelling ex-furl. But these buds were just duds, not a floral bouquet.

Soon came babies, dear babies! Sweet motherhood I'm content to present a front truer than.

Alto

But these buds were just duds, not a floral bouquet.